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Chairman Capito, Ranking Member Maloney, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
inviting me to testify at today’s hearing.
I am Senior Vice President of the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL). CRL is affiliated with
Self-Help, a nonprofit community development lender that creates ownership and economic
opportunity, for which I also serve as Senior Vice President. Self-Help has provided $6 billion
in financing to 70,000 homebuyers, small businesses and nonprofits and serves more than 80,000
mostly low-income families through 25 retail credit union branches. CRL is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan research and policy organization dedicated to protecting homeownership and family
wealth by working to eliminate abusive financial practices. In between two periods of
employment at CRL and Self-Help, I served as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Consumer
Protection at the U.S. Department of the Treasury from 2009 to 2010.
The ongoing foreclosure crisis is dramatic in its reach and is a constant reminder of why we need
the reforms in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, including
regulatory reforms to better protect consumers from harmful financial practices and the mortgage
market reforms in Title XIV. According to a CRL analysis, from early 2007 through the end of
2011, approximately 10.9 million homes had started the foreclosure process.1 Millions more
Americans are current on their mortgage but owe more than the home is worth as a result of
decreased property values. While today’s hearing is not focused on the foreclosure crisis itself,
the reforms in Title XIV and the establishment of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB) are crucial to preventing future turmoil in the housing and financial markets similar to
the experience of recent years.
In addition to providing further context to the mortgage market improvements made in DoddFrank, my testimony today will also touch on the Ability-to-Repay and Qualified Mortgage
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(QM) rulemaking currently being conducted by CFPB. In the years before the crisis lenders
often failed to determine whether a borrower had an ability to repay their mortgage – in addition
to offering mortgages with harmful features. Dodd-Frank now requires lenders to assess a
borrower’s ability to repay their mortgage. Additionally, the Qualified Mortgage concept was
included in Dodd-Frank to establish default mortgage standards that lenders can use to
demonstrate a borrower’s ability to repay the mortgage. Along with The Clearing House
Association2, which is owned by banks comprising a significant share of the mortgage market,
the Consumer Federation of America, and The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human
Rights, CRL submitted joint recommendations to the CFPB on designing this rulemaking. These
joint recommendations are attached as an appendix to this testimony.
In discussing the QM rulemaking, I will touch on three inter-related recommendations:
•

Qualified Mortgage should be broadly defined: We recommend a broad definition that
includes the current conventional mortgage market, because creditworthy borrowers
should benefit from the substantial protections – fees no greater than 3 percent,
prohibiting balloon payments, interest only payments, negative amortizations, and
unaffordable teaser ARMs – that are included for QM loans. Additionally, a broad QM
definition will protect against shrinking the current conventional mortgage market.

•

Qualified Mortgage should include the use of clear, bright line standards: The
Qualified Mortgage definition should also use clear, bright line standards instead of
guiding principles that provide less clarity about whether an individual mortgage should
count as a Qualified Mortgage. Bright line standards will provide easy-to-understand
rules of the game so everyone will know if a loan is a QM or not. This is good for both
lenders and borrowers.

•

Rebuttable presumption standard, not a lender safe harbor: A broad Qualified
Mortgage definition using clear, bright line standards should also have a rebuttable
presumption and not a safe harbor. Putting in place a rebuttable presumption hurdle for
borrower litigation gives lenders a considerable litigation advantage but allows a
borrower to bring a case when there is a rare, starkly unaffordable QM loan and strong
evidence available at the outset.
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1. Harmful mortgage features and lending practices were prevalent in the pre-crisis
mortgage lending market and led to massive foreclosures.
In the fallout of the foreclosure crisis, the alphabet soup of harmful lending products and
practices – such as YSPs, IOs and NINJA loans – is now well known. Many of these features and
practices were at one time touted as innovations to serve borrowers. As the foreclosure crisis has
made plain, such rhetoric has failed to match reality.
Over the last ten years, CRL has produced research highlighting the increased foreclosure risk
posed by abusive lending practices. In 2006, which pre-dated the worst of the foreclosure crisis,
CRL released a report estimating that abusive and predatory lending would lead to
approximately 2.2 million foreclosures among subprime mortgages.3 At the time, our report was
denounced by the mortgage industry as absurdly pessimistic. As we all now know, the system
was loaded with much more risk than CRL originally reported.
At the end of last year, CRL released a report entitled Lost Ground that builds on our pre-crisis
research and confirms the link between risky mortgage features and foreclosure rates. For
mortgages originated between 2004 and 2008, this research shows that loans originated by a
mortgage broker, containing hybrid or option ARMs, having prepayment penalties, and featuring
high interest rates (i.e., subprime loans) were all significantly more likely to be seriously
delinquent or foreclosed upon than a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage without a prepayment penalty.
CRL’s research also demonstrates that African-American and Latino borrowers were much more
likely to receive mortgages with these harmful features. For example, African-American and
Latino borrowers with FICO scores above 660 were three times as likely to have a higher
interest rate mortgage than white borrowers in the same credit range.4 Although the majority of
foreclosures have affected white borrowers, Lost Ground confirms that African- American and
Latino borrowers have faced a disproportionate number of foreclosures and delinquencies than
white borrowers within every income range.
The foreclosure crisis could have been prevented, but it wasn’t, and it bears revisiting in more
detail the kind of harmful lending practices that fueled the crisis still affecting communities
across the country.
•

2/28s and other ARMs: Adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) – including “2/28s” where
starter rates reset after the first two years – were widespread in the years leading up to the
foreclosure crisis. These 2/28s and other ARMs led to payment shocks for many
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households who were unprepared for higher monthly payments once the interest rates
increased. As of 2009, subprime mortgages with short-term hybrid ARMs had serious
delinquency rates of 48 percent compared to 21 percent for subprime fixed-rate
mortgages and 36 percent for the total universe of active subprime mortgages.5 In fact,
were it not for the Federal Reserve lowering interest rates to historically low levels
following the financial crisis, it’s easy to imagine the payment shock from expiring teaser
rates leading to an even higher number of foreclosures than has occurred so far.
A related product called interest-only (IO) ARMs let borrowers make interest only
payments during an introductory period, which jeopardized any ability to build equity as
well as leading to payment shock for borrowers once the loan started amortizing over a
reduced loan life. Going even further, payment option ARMs (POARMs) allowed
borrowers to make monthly payments where the amount paid could vary from month-tomonth, including payment amounts that did not cover the full interest due. This resulted
in negative amortization. Too many lenders structured these loans so that the payments
would substantially increase in five years or less when borrowers hit their negative
amortization cap, underwrote the loans only to the very low introductory teaser rate, and
failed to document income.
•

Prepayment penalties: Many borrowers facing payment shock from increased interest
rates once an introductory period ended also faced penalties when trying to exit into a
new mortgage or to sell the property. These prepayment penalties are a feature associated
with a higher likelihood of default,6 and were present in the great majority of subprime
mortgages, and increasingly in Alt-A mortgages (which generally consisted of limited
documentation mortgages to higher credit score borrowers), during the mortgage boom.7
To avoid default, the typical subprime borrower had to sell or refinance before the rate
reset. This produced prepayment penalties, generally equal to six months’ interest—
typically 3.5 percent to 4 percent of the loan balance. Because the average borrower did
not have the cash on hand sufficient to cover the prepayment penalties and refinancing
fees, they had to pay them from the proceeds of the new loan. This produced everdeclining equity even when home prices were rising. Once home prices declined,
foreclosure risk climbed catastrophically.
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•

No-doc or low-doc loans: The practice of failing to document a borrower’s income and
assets was also prevalent in the subprime and Alt-A market. For example, low-doc loans
comprised 52 percent of Alt-A originations in April 2004 and rose to 78 percent at the
end of 2006.8 By 2006, no-doc or low-doc loans made up 27% of all mortgages.9 These
loans without proper documentation were frequently underwritten with inflated
statements of the borrower’s income.10 Lawyers representing borrowers in predatory
lending cases often found the borrower’s tax returns included in the file of those who
were nevertheless given “no doc” or “low doc” loans. Unbeknownst to these borrowers,
they paid higher interests rate for the “privilege” of receiving a no-doc loan, even where
they provided full documentation to the broker.

•

Yield Spread Premiums: The proliferation of mortgages with these harmful features
was driven in significant part by the use of yield spread premiums (YSPs) as a way to
compensate mortgage brokers. Because YSPs paid mortgage brokers higher payments
when a mortgage had a higher interest rate than the borrower qualified for, these YSPs
gave mortgage brokers incentives to steer borrowers into loans that were more expensive
and less stable than they qualified for. And, by 2006, mortgage brokers accounted for 45
percent of all mortgage originations and 71 percent of all non-prime mortgage
originations.11 In fact, most borrowers who received subprime loans could have qualified
for better, more sustainable loans. Many qualified for lower-cost prime loans12; those
who did not often would have qualified for sustainable, 30-year fixed-rate subprime loans
for at most 50-80 basis points above the introductory rate on the unsustainable
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“exploding” ARM loans they were given.13 This 50-80 basis point increase is modest
compared with the 350 to 400 basis point prepayment penalty (plus additional refinancing
fees) that the borrower had to pay to refinance the typical 2/28 loan before the end of the
second year.
•

No Escrows for Taxes and Insurance: Subprime lenders commonly did not escrow for
taxes and insurance, attracting borrowers with the deceptive lure of lower monthly
payments. This practice increased the risk of default twice a year when the tax and
insurance bills came due and produced further equity-stripping cash-out refinancings
where the borrower had the equity to cover the bills and refinancing fees and penalties.

On top of these harmful loan features and lending practices, many lenders also failed to
determine whether a borrower had an actual ability to repay their mortgage. Proper underwriting
is particularly important for mortgages with resetting interest rates or negative amortization or
interest-only payments (or all of the above) to ensure that borrowers can afford the larger
monthly payments when they kick in down the road. However, for many mortgage originators,
this straightforward underwriting never happened. For example, at the time when Federal
regulators proposed that lenders fully underwrite mortgages with ARMs, interest-only and
negative amortization features at the fully indexed rate and payment, Countrywide estimated that
70% of their recent borrowers would be unable to meet this standard.14 This recklessness set
borrowers up for failure and, as a result, caused a foreclosure crisis.

2. Regulatory failures leading up to the crisis demonstrate the need for the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau.
Federal regulators should have been able to reign in the worst practices in the private market in
the years leading up to the burst of the housing market bubble and the beginning of the
foreclosure crisis. Instead, federal regulators aided and abetted the lending binge, ignoring the
inherently risky practices in the marketplace. The agencies responsible for protecting depositors,
shareholders, taxpayers, borrowers, and the general financial market stood by as
predatory practices and dicey lending became commonplace, ravaging the mortgage market and
setting off a chain reaction of financial devastation.
During these years of lax regulation, the private market essentially engaged in a failed
experiment on conducting wide scale mortgage lending outside of government oversight. From
13
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mortgage brokers to bankers on Wall Street to credit ratings agencies acting as rubber stamps,
the private-market created a securitization system for private label mortgage-backed securities
that was designed for failure and largely unregulated.
The private label securitization (PLS) chain started with originators that were often steering
borrowers into higher cost and riskier loans than they qualified for. This included an increasing
number of mortgage brokers incented by yield spread premiums. CRL released a study in 2008
showing that brokered loans, when compared to direct lender loans, cost subprime borrowers
additional interest payments ranging from $17,000 to $43,000 per $100,000 borrowed over the
scheduled life of the loan.15 Even over a fairly typical four-year loan term, the subprime
consumer paid over $5,000 more for brokered loans.16
Market participants readily admit that they were motivated by the increased fees offered by Wall
Street firms in return for riskier loans. After filing for bankruptcy, the CEO of one mortgage
lender explained it this way to the New York Times, “The market is paying me to do a noincome-verification loan more than it is paying me to do the full documentation loans…What
would you do?”17 Beginning in 2000, subprime lender New Century implemented a plan that
“concentrated on ‘originating loans with characteristics for which ‘whole loan buyers’ [i.e., Wall
Street firms] will pay a high premium,’” and increased its sale of loans from $3.1 billion in 2000
to $20.8 billion in 2003.18
These unsustainable mortgages helped expand the housing bubble and primed the financial
system for the 2008 financial crisis. Leading up to the foreclosure crisis there was a substantial
and rapid increase in the volume and share of non-prime mortgage originations. As the chart
below illustrates, the growth in the PLS market was heavily driven by subprime loans, which
increased from $17.6 billion to $464 billion between 1995 and 2005, and Alt-A loans, which
though virtually non-existent in 1995, reached $333.6 billion by 2005.
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mortgages that have caused their greatest losses. While the GSEs generally required strict
underwriting (until they followed the private market in to the no-doc fray by purchasing Alt-A
loans), and used standardized forms, documents and financial models to provide stability and
liquidity in the secondary market, subprime originators, backed by private securitizations, did not
have such standards or homogeny. And, private label securitization was responsible for 42% of
all serious delinquencies through 2009, despite accounting for only 13% of all outstanding loans.
In contrast, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which had a combined share of 57% of loans
outstanding, accounted for only 22% of serious delinquencies.19
Although the failure of toxic subprime and Alt-A mortgages bundled in private-label mortgagebacked securities sparked the foreclosure crisis, the wider economic impacts of the 2008
financial crisis, particularly widespread unemployment, led to an increase in delinquencies for
other mortgages as well, including prime fixed-rate mortgages.20
It was in the context of these massive federal regulatory and private market failures that
Congress enacted Dodd-Frank, which included the creation of an independent CFPB. By
establishing the CFPB, Congress wisely consolidated the consumer protection functions of the
federal prudential regulators into an independent agency with a mission to protect
borrowers from abusive financial practices. These consolidated consumer protection
responsibilities include broad rule-writing authority as well as supervision and enforcement
authority. Although its supervision authority only extends over depositories with more than $10
billion in assets, it also supervises payday lenders, mortgage-related companies, private student
lenders, and other large non-bank entities.
Creation of the CFPB was the correct response to the regulatory failures that permitted these
destructive mortgage lending practices to continue. Subprime abuses first developed in the nonbank sector with large subprime lenders, which had no federal regulator to mind the store. The
same was true with mortgage brokers and servicers. A race to the bottom ensued, where bank
practices progressively deteriorated as banks struggled to compete. Instead of stepping in, safety
and soundness regulators failed to prioritize consumer protection and looked the other way. In
addition, no federal regulator was charged with using its research capacity to look across the
financial system and identify emerging risks to consumers such as the rapid build-up of subprime
and Alt-A lending. CFPB has just this charge, along with the responsibility to supervise nonbank and large bank mortgage lenders. Going forward, we will need this capability.
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3. Dodd-Frank reforms will help prevent reckless mortgage lending from returning to
the mortgage market.
The Mortgage Market Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act, which is Title XIV of DoddFrank, is an important step forward in reigning in harmful lending practices. These are basic
reforms to ensure that the mortgage market remains focused on sound underwriting and
sustainable lending.
As a result of the new law, loan originators such as mortgage brokers can no longer receive more
compensation for putting borrowers in higher rate loans than they qualify for – compensation
cannot vary according to the terms and conditions of the loan (except for principal balance).
Prepayment penalties that lock borrowers into bad loans are significantly restricted. No-doc
lending is prohibited. Escrows of taxes and insurance are required for higher interest rate loans
(except for rural community banks). Up-front fees are limited to 5 percent or the loan becomes a
disfavored HOEPA loan (though interest rates can rise to 6.5 percent over conventional rate
without the loan hitting these limits). Loans must be underwritten to the fully indexed rate.
If Title XIV had been in place earlier, there never would have been a crisis, and millions of
Americans would not have lost trillions of dollars of wealth or their jobs. Rather than stifling
legitimate lending, these reforms will provide a level playing field and sensible rules of the road
so that we will avoid the constriction of credit we’re facing now that invariably follows a crisis.
These are reforms for the long-term to prevent future abusive lending and foreclosure waves
from resurfacing. If Congress were to reverse or weaken Title XIV, we could return to a
marketplace where short-term gains prevail over the long-term financial stability of both our
markets and household balance sheets.
The costs of the current crisis confirm that such a reversal would be a mistake. CRL’s Lost
Ground analysis shows that as of February 2011, about 3.6 million homeowners with mortgages
made between 2004 and 2008 were delinquent or already in foreclosure. This is in addition to the
millions who have already lost their homes to foreclosure, and the over 16 million homeowners
who are currently underwater on their mortgage.21 In other words, those who suggest that DoddFrank is unnecessary are being shortsighted.
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One of the main reforms in Title XIV is a straightforward and good one. Section 1411 requires
lenders to make a reasonable and good faith determination on whether the borrower has an
ability to repay the offered mortgage. Said a different way, this section requires lenders to do the
basic underwriting that so often failed to happen in the years leading up to the crisis. In making
its determination on whether the borrower has an ability to make the monthly payments, this
section requires the lender to look at a fully amortizing payment schedule.
It’s important to highlight that the Ability-to-Repay section does not require lenders to predict
the future. By this I mean that Dodd-Frank only states that lenders must determine whether at the
time the loan is consummated there is an ability to repay and make the monthly payments. This
means that lenders are not responsible for predicting whether widespread layoffs are going to
happen several years in the future or whether a borrower might become ill and have to cut back
his or her hours.
Additionally, I want to emphasize that the Ability-to-Repay requirement does not prevent lenders
from also – and separately – considering whether borrowers have a willingness or propensity to
repay a mortgage. In other words, the ability to repay factor is just one part of a lender’s
underwriting decision making process. Lenders may use other, although non-discriminatory,
factors to determine whether to offer a borrower a mortgage, and this is not restricted by the
Ability-to-Repay requirement in Dodd-Frank.
Dodd-Frank also establishes a category of mortgages called Qualified Mortgages (QM), which is
a default standard that lenders can use to demonstrate that the borrower has an ability to repay
the mortgage. This designation has benefits for lenders and borrowers. For lenders, it makes it
significantly easier to demonstrate compliance with their Ability-to-Repay determination and
substantially reduces the risk of investor buy-back claims and borrower litigation. Reduced
exposure to buy-back claims is a substantial lender benefit that should not be underestimated.
For borrowers, the QM category means they can avoid a list of risky mortgage features that are
either prohibited or restricted, including interest only loans, loans with negative amortization,
and balloon payment loans. Additionally, lenders must underwrite all ARMs by looking at the
maximum interest rate that could apply during the first five years of the mortgage and fully
amortize the remaining payments. The allowable points and fees that lenders can charge on QM
loans are also limited to 3 percent.
These Ability-to-Repay and Qualified Mortgage reforms will lead to improvements in the
mortgage market’s long-term stability by reducing the likelihood of unaffordable and predatory
mortgages.
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4. The CFPB should establish a broad Qualified Mortgage definition using clear,
bright lines that also includes a rebuttable presumption and not a safe harbor.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is currently engaged in the rulemaking process to
define what counts as a Qualified Mortgage and to implement the overall Ability to Repay
requirements in Title XIV. The CFPB recently took the prudent step of reopening the comment
period on this rulemaking to get additional data analysis to assist in defining a Qualified
Mortgage, and this comment window closed earlier this week on July 9, 2012. As the CFPB
recognizes, it is much more important for them to get this rulemaking right, using the best data
available, than to finish it six months earlier. This reopened comment period does not interfere
with the January 2013 deadline established in Dodd-Frank. When finalized, this rulemaking will
have the ability to ensure that homeowners have broad access to 30-year, fixed-rate or long-term
ARM fully-amortizing loans with limited fees instead of products with high fees and deceptive
terms that borrowers cannot afford.
There are three aspects to how CRL – along with the Consumer Federation of America, The
Clearing House Association, and The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights –
believe that Qualified Mortgage should be defined. First, we support creating a broad definition
that will encompass the entire currently constrained market with room for additional lending
beyond today’s levels. Second, we support using clear, bright line standards – on issues such as
back end debt-to-income ratio and cash reserves – in delineating this broad definition. Third, we
support establishing a rebuttable presumption for borrowers to contest the presumption in the
limited situations where a lender should have reasonably known at the time the loan was made
that a borrower could not afford the mortgage.
For the rule to function as a whole, each of these three prongs must be present. I address each in
more detail below.

A. Qualified Mortgage should be broadly defined.
On the issue of whether the CFPB should use a broad or narrow definition of Qualified
Mortgage, we strongly support a broad definition that includes the current conventional
mortgage market. More specifically, we support establishing a broad QM definition where
lenders can use a number of well-established underwriting factors.
A broad QM definition is key to this rulemaking. First, creditworthy borrowers should benefit
from the substantial protections included in QM mortgages. These protections include fees no
greater than 3 percent, prohibiting balloon payments, interest only payments, negative
amortizations, and unaffordable teaser ARMs. A narrow QM definition that uses an
12

unnecessarily low debt-to-income ratio would push creditworthy borrowers, including many
low-income borrowers and borrowers of color, into the non-QM market. This would harm
borrowers – and potentially recreate a dual mortgage market – because non-QM mortgages could
still have harmful features in addition to likely being more expensive.
Second, without a broad QM definition, the overall size of the lending market is likely to shrink.
Lenders are likely to scale back lending for mortgages that do not qualify as QM, because of
increased litigation risks, including possible buy-back claims, for non-QM loans. Therefore, if
creditworthy borrowers are pushed out of the market for QM loans, the non-QM market is not
likely to pick up the slack. This will needlessly leave creditworthy borrowers with restricted
access to credit. This problem is avoidable, however, if a broad QM definition is adopted.

B. Qualified Mortgage should include the use of clear, bright line standards.
The Qualified Mortgage definition should also use clear, bright line standards instead of guiding
principles that provide less clarity about whether an individual mortgage should count as a
Qualified Mortgage. Bright line standards will provide easy-to-understand rules of the game so
everyone will know if a loan is a QM or not, and they can be set in a way that does not overly
restrict the QM market. This is good for both lenders and borrowers.
Using bright line standards requires creating some cut off points, and we think this can be done
in a nuanced way that incorporates traditional underwriting techniques. Our joint proposal with
the Consumer Federation of America, The Clearing House Association, and The Leadership
Conference on Civil and Human Rights recommended a two-step process for evaluating a
borrower’s total debt-to-income (DTI) ratio. In step one, the borrower meets the DTI test if they
fall below an initial DTI limit, which we stated should be 43 percent and is the Federal Housing
Administration’s current manual underwriting limit. In step two, lenders can review a list of
compensating factors like cash reserves, low housing payment, lack of payment shock with
demonstrated payment history, and residual income for those borrowers above the initial DTI
limit. If the borrower meets one of the compensating factors, then they meet this part of the QM
definition.
This above approach strikes the right balance in creating a QM standard. It will be
straightforward for lenders to implement since it uses common underwriting factors. In addition,
it does not create the problem of having a narrow QM definition where the DTI threshold is too
low and unnecessarily excludes creditworthy borrowers from the QM market.
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C. A broad Qualified Mortgage definition using clear, bright line standards
should also have a rebuttable presumption and not a safe harbor.
On the last issue, the CFPB should establish a rebuttable presumption that borrowers would need
to overcome in order to raise a challenge about the affordability of a QM loan. Not only does this
structure follow the statutory language, but it also makes sense when creating a broad Qualified
Mortgage that is defined using clear, bright line standards. In this structure, lenders get
considerable benefits from a broadly defined QM market even though we know that some loans
will be unaffordable for some borrowers, not least of which is reduced liability exposure from
investor buy-back claims. If QM is defined narrowly, then lenders will retain extensive buy-back
risk on all non-QM loans, to the extent that they make non-QM loans at all. The prospect of buyback risk with a narrow QM definition far exceeds the borrower litigation risks that lenders
would face with a broad QM definition and rebuttable presumption standard.
Putting in place a rebuttable presumption hurdle for borrower litigation gives lenders a
considerable litigation advantage but allows a borrower to bring a case when there is a rare,
starkly unaffordable QM loan and strong evidence available at the outset. With all three pieces in
place, the Qualified Mortgage system will provide the market with widespread access to
affordable and safe credit, lenders will have certainty due to the bright line standards and reduced
litigation risk, and borrowers will have access to good loans with the ability to raise claims in
rare, extreme cases. This overall system is one that will work for the entire market, and one
supported by major lenders in the joint recommendations attached as an appendix to this
testimony.
Straying from these inter-related recommendations will be harmful for the market and for
borrowers. If the QM market is narrow, not broad, a safe harbor would be of limited use to
lenders. If QM is defined fuzzily rather than with bright lines, there could be significant litigation
over whether a loan is QM or not. Additionally, a safe harbor standard would prevent borrowers
from bringing any claim concerning an unaffordable QM loan even in situations where the lender
has acted in bad faith.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today, and I look forward to answering your questions.
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Ability-to-Repay (“ATR”) Analysis and
Qualified-Mortgage (“QM”) Determination
DISCUSSION DRAFT
by
Center for Responsible Lending
The Clearing House Association
Consumer Federation of America
Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
For a Meeting With
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
on
March 7, 2012
This document represents consensus recommendations concerning the ability-to-repay (“ATR”) and
qualified-mortgage (“QM”) requirements of Dodd-Frank. These recommendations are interrelated and
dependent upon each other.
1.0 Qualified Mortgage
Congress intended QMs to comprise the vast bulk of the mortgage market, and they should. QM loans
by statute have safer features associated with responsible lending and lower default rates than loans
without those features, such as limited fees, full amortization, and limited terms. Congress gave loans
with these features a litigation advantage precisely to incent lenders to make QM loans.
If the QM definition is construed narrowly, it will be more difficult for low-income and minority families
to qualify for safer loans, and, to the extent that mortgage credit is available to them at all, many of
these borrowers will be left to the part of the market where they will be significantly more vulnerable to
equity stripping through high fees and bad practices. A large non-QM market would not by its size alone
protect consumers, and the broad availability of loan features that experience has shown to entail
greater risks for consumers and investors will add to costs without providing commensurate consumer
benefits.
By contrast, a broad definition of QM would combine prudent lending with less litigation, benefiting
homeowners, investors and lenders alike. It would also support access to credit, since secondary market
standards are very likely to require loans to be QM.
2.0 Ability-to-Repay Determination
2.1 General standards
Statutory requirement

The statute states that “no creditor may make a residential mortgage loan unless the creditor makes
a reasonable and good faith determination based on verified and documented information that, at
the time the loan is consummated, the consumer has a reasonable ability to repay the loan,
according to its terms, and all applicable taxes, insurance (including mortgage guarantee insurance),
and assessments.” TILA Section 129C(a)(1).
The ability-to-repay analysis should be based on factors that reflect capacity to repay as of the
time of consummation, not willingness or propensity to repay.
The determination of ability to repay is separate and distinct from the underwriting
decision, which properly includes factors other than just ability to repay.
The regulations and accompanying commentary should clarify that:
o

the statutory ATR analysis concerns the borrower’s capacity (the statute uses the term
“ability”) to repay a loan through current income, assets (other than the home), and
funds available, not the propensity to make such payments.

o

other factors unrelated to ATR that influence the credit decision (e.g., credit score, LTV,
appraisal) should not be used by creditors in establishing the borrower’s ATR or in
challenging a creditor’s determination of ATR.

o

while the statute refers to a consumer’s “credit history,” this reference was intended to
ensure only that a lender obtained a consumer’s credit report (which contains the
consumer’s credit history) to verify the consumer’s debts and associated monthly
obligations,1 not that lenders should use the credit history or credit report to otherwise
determine the borrower’s ability to repay. Otherwise, it would make no sense that QM
establishes a rebuttable presumption of ATR when QM does not discuss
creditworthiness.

The CFPB should adopt the portion of proposed commentary Paragraph 43(c)(1)-1, which
clarifies that a creditor is required to “determine that a consumer will have a reasonable
ability at the time the loan is consummated to repay the loan” (emphasis added). A change
in a consumer’s circumstances after consummation of the loan is not relevant to
determining compliance with the rule, unless such events are documented in the
consumer’s application or by information provided by the consumer reasonably prior to
consummation of the loan. For example, the creditor must consider the potential impact of
a consumer’s impending retirement and the consumer’s ability to repay if the consumer’s
application contains a notation that the consumer plans to retire six months after the loan is
made. However, a significant reduction in income due to a job loss that occurs after
consummation or a significant obligation arising from a major medical expense arising after

1

The proposal would require, as part of an ability-to-repay determination, a consumer’s credit history. Proposed
Regulation section 226.43(c)(2)(vi); Proposed Commentary Paragraph 43(c)(2)(viii). This improperly conflates the
full underwriting analysis that all lenders must undertake in order to ensure safe and sound underwriting
practices—which includes assessing creditworthiness, loan-to-value ratios, and other factors—with the statute’s
requirement to consider the borrower’s capacity to repay. An analysis of a borrower’s ability to repay a debt is
simply one important part of a lender’s full underwriting analysis.

the loan is consummated would not be relevant to an ability to repay challenge. See
Paragraph 43(c)(1)-1.
The regulation and commentary should require creditors to verify and document income, assets,
and debts using third-party sources.
Income or assets: The final rule should adopt the proposed regulatory provisions and
commentary that require verification of income or assets using third-party documentation that
provides reasonably reliable evidence of the consumer’s income or assets and that permit
creditors to consider expected income if it is reasonable and documented. Proposed Rule
section 226.43(c)(4); Proposed Commentary Paragraph 43(c)(2)(i)-1; Proposed Commentary
Paragraph 43(c)(2)(i)-3. Dodd Frank requires that income and assets be appropriately
documented and verified. However, this requirement can pose barriers to obtaining credit for
some borrowers who have non-traditional or alternative income sources, such as boarder
income and informal self-employment income, which is more difficult to document and verify.
Since CFPB will have to confront and resolve these issues in issuing the final regulations, the
parties would like to work with the CFPB to develop standards that specifically address how such
non-traditional or alternative income sources can be considered by the creditor in the
underwriting process and verified, including working through parties that work closely with
borrowers, such as HUD-approved housing counselors.
Debts: The CFPB should adopt Proposed Commentary Paragraph 43(c)(2)(vi)-1, which provides
that creditors may look to widely accepted governmental and nongovernmental underwriting
standards to define debts, and a creditor may, for instance, look to credit reports, as well as
statements for student loans, auto loans, credit cards, etc., to determine a consumer’s
outstanding debts. However, see the discussion below regarding expenses not on a credit
report or the consumer’s application.
Reconciling different information: The CFPB should adopt Proposed Commentary Paragraph
43(c)(2)(vi)-2, which provides that the creditor must consider debts in the credit report that are
not listed on the consumer’s application. The credit report is deemed a reasonably reliable
third-party record under § 226.43(c)(3). “For debts not listed in the credit report, but offered by
the borrower through the application process, the creditor need not verify the existence or
amount of the obligation through another source. If a creditor nevertheless verifies an
obligation, the creditor must consider the obligation based on the information from the verified
source.”
Ability to repay—when the creditor must consider expenses not listed on the credit report or the
borrower’s application
The commentary should clarify that the lender must consider additional information that the
borrower provides [in writing] a reasonable time before consummation about regular/recurring
expenses that would have a material impact on the borrower’s ability to repay the loan.
However, the borrower would have the burden of proving that she had offered such
information [in writing] reasonably prior to the consummation of the loan and that it would
have a material impact on her ability to repay the loan. [Note to CFPB: The parties disagree
about whether this information must be provided in writing.]

[There is agreement that the borrower needs access to information that describes how the lender
conducted the ability-to-repay determination. The parties will attempt to propose a solution at a
later date.]
2.2 Payment used to qualify the borrower—treatment of ARMs
For all ARMs, the ATR standard should require the following:
The contract interest rate and payment cannot:
o adjust more frequently than annually;
o increase by more than 200 basis points in any annual rate adjustment; or
o adjust by more than 500 basis points over the life of the loan.
The borrower must be qualified based on the maximum rate and payment that could occur in
the first 6 years of the term of the loan (that is, the rule would not allow the creditor to ignore
the first rate and payment adjustment on a 5-1 ARM in the ATR analysis).
[2.3 Potential ATR Carve-Out for Certain Streamlined Refinancings: There is agreement that an
exception to the ability-to-repay and qualified-mortgage requirements should be established for
certain streamlined refinancings. The parties will attempt to propose such an exception at a later
date.]
3.0 QM Definition
All items below must be met in order for the loan to be a designated as a qualified mortgage:
3.1 Loan Terms
A qualified mortgage cannot have terms that provide for:
an increase of the principal balance as a result of negative amortization based on regular
required payments
interest-only payments
balloon payments
a term greater than 30 years
points and fees that exceed the greater of $3,000 or 3 percent of the total loan amount so long
as the loan is not a HOEPA loan
the contract interest rate and payment to:
o adjust more frequently than annually;
o increase by more than 200 basis points in any annual rate adjustment; or
o adjust by more than 500 basis points over the life of the loan
In addition, the borrower must be qualified based on the maximum rate and payment that could
occur in the first 6 years of the term of the loan (that is, the rule would not allow a creditor to
ignore the first rate and payment adjustment of a 5-1 ARM in the ATR analysis).

3.2 Documentation Requirements
The following documentation requirements would be required for QM loans:
Verification of borrower income;
Verification of employment (“VOE”) status, if applicable (either written or oral VOE);
Documentation of current debt obligations (based on credit report and borrower application);
and
Documentation of payments on simultaneous seconds and any other subordinated loans in
place at origination.
3.3 Additional QM Underwriting Requirements
In order to be a qualified mortgage, a loan must meet at least one of the “waterfall” tests described
below. However, the fact that a mortgage might qualify under one of these tests does not imply an
obligation on the creditor’s part to make the loan or to otherwise forego the underwriting process.
All references to housing debt, housing obligations, and housing payments below would include
principal, interest, taxes, insurance, condominium association fees and other housing-related
obligations.
If the borrower’s total debt-to-income ratio (“TDTI”) is 43 percent or less (with a bona fide error
cushion), the loan would meet QM requirements. No other tests would be required.
If the borrower’s TDTI is more than 43 percent, the following tests could be applied:
–

Front-End Ratio: Is the borrower’s housing debt-to-income ratio 31 percent or less of the
borrower’s gross monthly income and is TDTI 50 percent or less?
 If yes, the loan meets QM requirements; no further test required. If no, continue.

–

Previous Housing Payments. Has the borrower had stable income for the past six months
and made timely mortgage or rental payments over a specified period of time (TBD), and
will her new monthly housing obligations be no more than 5 percent higher than her current
housing expenses? [Parties are still discussing the appropriate definition and timeframe for
establishing a history of “timely” payments.]
 If yes, the loan meets QM requirements; no further test required. If no, continue.

–

Reserves. Does the borrower meet one of the following tests: 1) at least 6 months of liquid
financial reserves available to meet mortgage-related obligations and a TDTI of 50% or less;
or 2) greater than 18 months in liquid financial reserves (i.e., no TDTI cap required)? (Only
60 percent of any reserves with a withdrawal penalty would be allowed to count.) [Parties
agree that some degree of seasoning should be required but do not have a specific
recommendation.]
 If yes, the loan meets QM requirements; no further test required. If no, continue.

–

Residual Income. Is the borrower’s net residual income above the minimum threshold
established by the CFPB and/or other government agency (e.g., U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (“VA”)?
 If yes, the loan meets QM requirements; no further test required. If no, the loan will
only be made as a non-QM loan unless one of the prior tests in the waterfall is met.
The residual-income test could be based on tax-adjustment tables and income guidelines
prepared by CFPB, VA guidelines, or industry standards.

Even if the loan does not meet any of the QM tests, there is no implication that the loan fails to
meet the ability-to-repay test.
4.0 Contesting the Presumption
We propose the following process:
Borrower rebuts presumption when a borrower demonstrates that the loan fails to meet the
basic tests of QM—product type, fee levels, etc.
If the loan is a QM, the borrower can still assert that the ability-to-repay requirement was not
met by demonstrating that the lender failed to take into account information provided to it that,
if properly considered, would have prevented a reasonable and good faith finding of a
reasonable ability to repay.
o

For example, the borrower shows that she provided information to the creditor before
consummation that she owed debt that was not listed on the borrower’s credit report.
Failure to consider this debt could be grounds for challenging whether the ability-to-repay
requirement was met. The lender could still have met the requirement if the existence of
the debt did not materially affect a reasonable determination of the borrower’s ability to
repay.

o

Similarly, if a creditor alters or omits information collected in the course of the application,
without reasonable basis, that is relevant to the borrower’s ability to repay, the borrower
can challenge whether the ability-to-repay standard was met.

o

Absent further information or evidence submitted by the borrower that either contradicts
the creditor’s records and assertions or documents information that the lender had but did
not reasonably consider, the presumption for qualified mortgages should provide a
sufficient shield to the lender.

If the loan is not QM to begin with, the burden of proof that the lender did not appropriately
consider the borrower’s ability to repay falls on the lender. In this case, the lender will not have
the benefit of the presumption of ability to repay when defending borrower claims that the
lender failed to consider relevant information provided by the borrower.
Accordingly, revise proposed Alternative 2 Commentary Paragraph 43(e)(1)-1 as follows
[additions in bold and deletions in strikethrough]:

In general. Under § 226.43(c)(1), a creditor must make a reasonable and good faith
determination at or before consummation that the consumer will have a reasonable
ability, at the time of consummation, to repay the loan according to its terms, including
any mortgage-related obligations. A borrower raises a claim or defense of violation of
sec 226.43(c)(1) by setting forth specific facts that, at the time the loan was
consummated, the creditor did not make a reasonable and good faith determination
that the borrower had a reasonable ability to repay the loan based upon information
provided by the borrower reasonably prior to closing. Under § 226.43(e)(1), a creditor
or assignee of a covered transaction is presumed to have complied with the repayment
ability requirement of § 226.43(c)(1) if the terms of the loan comply with
§ 226.43(e)(2)(i)-(ii) (or, if applicable, § 226.43(f)); the points and fees do not exceed the
limit set forth in § 226.43(e)(2)(iii), and the creditor has complied with the underwriting
criteria described in § 226.43(e)(2)(iv)–(v) (or, if applicable, § 226.43(f)). If a loan is not a
qualified mortgage (for example because the loan provides for negative amortization),
then the creditor or assignee must prove demonstrate that the loan complies with all of
the requirements in § 226.43(c) (or, if applicable, § 226.43(d)). However, even if the
loan is a qualified mortgage, the consumer may rebut the presumption of compliance
evidence that the loan did not comply with lender has not necessarily complied with
the ability-to-repay requirement in § 226.43(c)(1). For example, (1) evidence of a high
debt-to- income ratio with no compensating factors, such as adequate residual income
could be sufficient to rebut the presumption, or (2) evidence that the lender did not
reasonably consider information provided to it relevant to the borrower’s ability to
repay could be used by the borrower to establish that the creditor did not meet the
ability-to-repay requirement. When a loan is a qualified mortgage, the consumer has
the burden of proving that the creditor did not comply with the repayment ability
requirement of § 226.43(c)(1).
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